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 22 

Abstract  23 

Changes in urine chemistry potentially alter the risk of renal stone formation in astronauts.  24 

Quantifying spaceflight renal stone incidence risk compared to pre-flight levels remains a significant 25 

challenge for assessing the appropriate vehicle, mission, and countermeasure design.  A computational 26 

biochemistry model representing CaOx crystal precipitation, growth, and agglomeration is combined 27 

with a probabilistic analysis to predict the in- and post-flight CaOx renal stone incidence risk ratio (IRR) 28 

relative to pre-flight values using 1517 astronaut 24-hour urine chemistries. Our simulations predict that 29 

in-flight fluid intake alone would need to increase from current prescriptions of 2.0 - 2.5 L/day to 30 

approximately 3.2 L/day to approach CaOx IRR of the pre-flight population. Bone protective 31 

interventions would reduce CaOx risk to pre-flight levels if Ca excretion alone is reduced to < 150 32 

mg/day or if current levels are diminished to 190mg/day in combination with increasing fluid intake to 33 

2.5 - 2.7 L/day.  This analysis provides a quantitative risk assessment that can influence the critical 34 

balance between engineering and astronaut health requirements. 35 

 36 

  37 
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Introduction 38 

Spaceflight, specifically the exposure to microgravity and the situational conditions imposed by 39 

launch, living in space, and return to a terrestrial gravitational environment, induce numerous 40 

alterations in astronaut physiology1.  As described in the NASA Human Research Roadmap2, 41 

physiological changes  alter the risk to astronaut health and performance requiring countermeasures, 42 

i.e., treatments and other measures employed to counter one or more detrimental physiological or 43 

psychological effects of spaceflight’s altered environmental conditions3,4, to mitigate safety concerns5–7. 44 

These risks include the potential for in-flight symptomatic renal stones, where limited treatment may 45 

jeopardize the astronauts’ health and could endanger the space mission. In the 1980’s, a cosmonaut 46 

onboard the Mir spacecraft described detailed symptoms and reduction in the ability to perform 47 

operations that has since been attributed to the formation and spontaneous resolution (passage) of a 48 

renal ureteral stone8. US astronauts do not have an immunity to this risk, although no in-flight stone 49 

incidence has yet occurred on U.S. space vehicles. Pietrzyk9 reports that there have been 14 50 

symptomatic renal stone events in 5434.5 person-years as of 2008; 7 pre-flight, 7 post-flight, and 0 in-51 

flight.  Of stones collected, calcium oxalate (CaOx) made up approximately 26%, uric acid 7%, mixed 52 

components 7%, and unknown constituents 60%1. Notably,  an astronaut’s post-flight prevalence of 53 

symptomatic renal stone exceeds that of the general US non-stone forming population9.   54 

 Pre-acceptance screening of medical histories is the key to ensure that individuals selected into the astronaut corps 55 

belong to the non-stone former clinical category10,11. After acceptance, regular review of urinary system risk factors12 and 56 

observed symptomatic stone occurrences also place flight-ready astronauts into the non-stone former clinical category in the 5-57 
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year period preceding flight.   58 

 59 
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Figure 1 illustrates how published observations of CaOx stone incidence rates compare for important 60 

flight status milestones in an astronaut’s career.   61 

As illustrated in 62 

 63 

Figure 1,  observed and analogues pre-flight incidence rates, exceed the general population 64 

rates estimated in the Rochester epidemiological study13,17.  The “zero” current observations of in-flight 65 

symptomatic stones in US astronauts infer little change in the predicted incidence rate when premised 66 

on pre-flight incidence rate priors1.  However, as shown later, combining observations from the 1-year 67 

post-flight symptomatic stones1 with observations of clinical risk stemming from changes in post-flight 68 

urine supersaturation9,18 suggests that 1-year post-flight astronauts experience incidence rates of 2-7 69 

times that of pre-flight estimates.   In comparison, estimates of the terrestrial population single and 70 

multiple recurrent stone former occurrence rates have the potential to be 10 and 45 times the astronaut 71 

pre-flight estimated incidence rates, respectively15.   This implies that astronauts likely experience an 72 
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increase in the in-flight risk of stone formation, but not to the level clinically seen in terrestrial recurrent 73 

stone formers.  74 

The time and exact metabolic process for an individual developing a calcium stone is not well 75 

understood and depends, among other things, on the interaction of calculus with renal tissue (plaques 76 

and tubule plugs) and on the role of calcium salt supersaturation, precipitation and crystal 77 

interactions19,20. Due to skeletal unloading and space operational limitations, in-flight and post-flight 78 

astronauts exhibit higher urinary calcium (mg/day) and lower urine volume output compared to pre-79 

flight astronauts.  Oxalate and citrate may also be altered depending on in-flight dietary factors9,21,22.   80 

In-flight studies identify an increase in urinary CaOx supersaturation as an increase in the risk of an in-81 

flight symptomatic renal stone occurrence.  Urine chemistry studies of Space Shuttle astronauts’9,23–25, 82 

show that 25% of astronauts exhibit elevated CaOx supersaturation pre-flight compared to 46% of 83 

astronauts post-flight, with male astronauts and male analog cohorts exhibiting more susceptibility to 84 

elevated urine CaOx supersaturation than their female counterparts21,26. Hydration, exercise, and 85 

nutritional countermeasures represent the primary means to prevent elevated urine calcium 86 

supersaturation.  Increased fluid intake, leading to increased urine volume, represents a potentially 87 

effective countermeasure to astronaut renal stone risk27–29.  However, operational limits related to 88 

spaceflight resource mass, volume, and operational time required to maintain intake represent a 89 

significant challenge to this approach for in-flight astronauts22,23. High loading resistive exercise to 90 

mitigate calcium excretion from bone deconditioning by increasing osteocyte-derived negative 91 

reabsorption appears to have only a marginal effect as a renal stone occurrence countermeasure22,30. 92 

Flight astronaut and ground analog population studies indicate that potassium citrate therapy may 93 

represent an effective countermeasure as such therapy modulates elevated CaOx and other stone 94 

forming precipitants’ supersaturation in over 10% of the tested populations 31,32. Pharmacological 95 

interventions with antiresorptive bisphosphonates to protect bone health33 also show promise in 96 
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mitigating excessive urine Ca excretion in astronauts, potentially by an average reduction between 30 97 

and 125 mg/day as seen in 6-month spaceflight studies34. 98 

 For spaceflight missions, the reliance of risk characterization of renal stone formation by 99 

measures of urine supersaturation of calcium stone forming salts35 generally follows the clinical 100 

guidelines36 as this qualitatively captures integrated effects on stone formation risk37.  A recent set of 101 

studies by Kassemi and Thompson38,39 proposed an approach that potentially enhances the predictive 102 

and integrative capabilities of the urine supersaturation risk characterization.  Typical urine 103 

supersaturation measures utilize computational systems, like EQUIL240 and JESS41, that achieve chemical 104 

speciation via assessments of chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium calculations.  Although the 105 

relative supersaturation scales may differ, these computational systems have recently been shown to 106 

predict the relative reduction in risk due to dietary impacts to citrate, potassium, and magnesium42.  The 107 

Kassemi and Thompson38,39 approach utilizes a Population Balance Equation (PBE) based computational 108 

simulation model to augment chemical speciation.  This approach captures the physics behind 109 

precipitation, nucleation, species transport, crystal growth kinetics in a fluid stream, and the 110 

agglomeration/breaking interactions between single species CaOx crystals.  The simulation estimates 111 

the changes in the population of stone sizes, with effective diameters on the order of microns (1.0E-06 112 

m) to mm (1.0E-03 m), due to spaceflight-induced variations in urine chemistry by considering these 113 

factors.  Analysis with this technique utilizing characteristic urine chemistries of terrestrial and 114 

spaceflight non-stone formers (NSF) and stone formers (SF) elucidated a non-linear relation between 115 

renal stone calcium and oxalate constituents, where apparent risk, noted as the size of the largest single 116 

stone in 1 ml of free fluid, could increase several times for relatively small deviations from normal urine 117 

chemistry38.  Similarly, evaluation of dietary countermeasures, such as increasing citrate and urinary 118 

output levels, induces effective inhibition of large stone formation39.  119 
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Even with the evidence of negatively altered urine supersaturation of stone forming salts during 120 

spaceflight and the observed post-flight occurrences in US astronauts, the question “What  renal stone 121 

risk do astronauts experience during spaceflight and how much can interventions mitigate that risk?” 122 

needs to be  addressed to inform spaceflight risk in a manner congruent with engineering analysis 43.  In 123 

this study, we address the question of predicting astronaut renal first-stone incidence rates by 124 

implementing the Kassemi and Thompson38,39 PBE model. The PBE model explicitly considers two major 125 

factors that drive stone nucleation and growth from both thermodynamic and kinetics perspectives: 126 

urine chemistry free-energy driving precipitation from supersaturation of dissolved salts; and kinetic 127 

(rate-limiting) processes associated with the growing crystal20,44.  This is integrated into a probabilistic 128 

framework and trained with individualized urine chemistries known from NSF, SF, pre- and post-flight 129 

astronauts.  From this integrated system, we present comparisons to terrestrial studies of stone-forming 130 

populations, to illustrate the system’s fidelity, and predictions of astronaut renal stone incidence rate 131 

ratios, to illustrate the integrated framework’s utility in addressing the relative impact of space flight risk 132 

factors.  133 

Results 134 

Modeling Process Characterization and Validation 135 
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 136 

Figure 2 illustrates our modeling analysis in characterizing predicted incidence risk ratio (IRR) and JESS saturation index (SI)45,46 137 

of published terrestrial SF (case) and NSF (control) population urine chemistries.  The IRR is defined as the ratio of predicted 138 

incidence rate to a reference incidence rate.  In 139 

 140 
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Figure 2a, where each case-control pair is normalized to each control’s mean predicted incidence rate, the SF case mean IRR is 8 141 

to 18% higher than that of NSF controls.  The median is lower than the mean for both cases (-14 to -11%) and controls (-10 to -142 

6%), resulting in the case median elevated above the control by 4 to 8%.  The change in mean and median values is 143 

accompanied by a reduction in the skewness of the case distributions (skewness 1.9 to 2.8) from that of the controls (skewness 144 

3.0 – 5.0), indicating more symmetric case relative risk distributions.  Noticeably, the control population simulations do not 145 

extend above a maximum upper adjacent value (UAV) of IRR = 1.24 for males and 1.1 for females as indicated by the upper tail 146 

limit of each control case box plot. In contrast, the case population maximum UAV IRR always exceeds 1.3 and can reach as high 147 

as 1.57.  As indicated in 148 

 149 

Figure 2b, SI between controls and cases show similar trends with those of the IRR distributions, 150 

with mean and median case values elevated above those in each corresponding case.  Relatively, in the 151 

SI values, the mean exceeds the median and the relative maximum values exceeds 3 (control) and 4 152 

(case) times each distribution mean.  Notably, the control populations UAV do not exceed SI = 32 for 153 

males and 23 for females.    154 

To characterize the model’s fidelity in distinguishing change in relative risk, we reproduced the 155 

urine chemistry constituent case-to-control risk ratio (RRs) analysis published in Curhan48.  We utilized 156 
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the total population case and control data of the Nurses’ Health Study I (NHSI) and the Health 157 

Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS) datasets from Curhan48 to produce 38 predicted incidence rate 158 

distributions and case-to-control risk ratios, as described in the methods sections.  Figure 3 shows the 159 

risk ratios of the validation dataset using the model analysis compared to the published NHSI and HPFS 160 

mean risk ratio’s 95th confidence interval (CI) associated with various excretion levels of calcium, 161 

oxalate, volume, and citrate.  Utilizing the approach of Altman and Bland49 to determine the difference 162 

in two RR estimates, we can state that there is no strong evidence that the predictive and referent 163 

distributions are different in 37 of the 38 comparative pairs (i.e. P > 0.05).  The calcium interval (Figure 164 

3a, NHSI, Ca = 200 - 249 mg/day) with P < 0.05, is below clinical elevated risk level of 250 mg/day.  Given 165 

the relatively narrow range of the referent data, the RR observations and predictions match reasonably 166 

well, showing similar trends of increasing mean with increasing calcium or oxalate, as well as relative 167 

stability, with a mean RR close to 1, for both referent and predicted Citrate and volume results.      168 

Estimation of Astronaut IRR 169 

We utilized the same process for characterizing the model analysis with referent sources to 170 

assess the renal stone risk to astronauts using the characteristic astronaut urine chemistry population 171 

data presented in Table 2.   We utilized the model predicted pre-flight population mean IR (0.0085 per 172 

person-year) as the characteristic IR for all flight stage IRR calculations.  As described in the methods, 173 

the calculated IRR value of the astronaut population analysis cannot exceed 2.43 as a result of 174 

preventing extrapolation outside the range of the regression curve.    175 

Illustrated in Figure 4a, the analysis predicted IRR for pre-flight (1.00 ± 0.17SD), in-flight (1.15 ± 176 

0.35SD: p < 0.001), and post-flight (1.07 ± 0.29SD: p < 0.001) stages, with in-flight and post-flight 177 

distributions exhibiting higher mean, median and UAV values relative to pre-flight in a manner 178 

consistent with control and case studies of Figure 32. As a means of representing the simulation outputs, 179 
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Figure 4 b and c show each flight phase's results as cumulative density plots and binned pie charts 180 

showing discrete IRR intervals, respectively. The pre-flight astronaut population results predict 94.7% of 181 

the population with IRR values < 1.2, which is similar to the terrestrial control population predictions 182 

shown in 2..  In-flight, the predictions show that changes in urine chemistry result in 20.8% of the 183 

population with IRR > 1.2.  Post-flight, the risk declines from in-flight to 12.3% of the total population 184 

with IRR > 1.2.   In the 1 < IRR < 1.2 range, in-flight population increases by 13.9% from pre-flight and 185 

remains elevated by 4.2% post-flight.  Cumulative density plots of SI in Figure 4d illustrate that 95% of 186 

the pre-flight simulated population exhibits SI at or below 21.  The in-flight and post-flight values at or 187 

below this SI = 21 level represent 80% and 89% of the populations, respectively.       188 

Relevance to Clinical Thresholds 189 

To investigate the relation of in-flight astronaut urine chemistry to predicted IRR, we examined the 190 

relative distribution of urine constituents of calcium, oxalate, urine volume, and citrate in each of the 191 

IRR risk categories illustrated as a family of constituent-paired heat-maps shown in Figure 5. 192 

For IRR < 1 (left most column), astronaut excreted calcium and oxalate exhibit few instances where both 193 

calcium and oxalate exceed the clinical levels (3% of interval sub-population).  As the magnitude of IRR 194 

increases, the proportion of the interval population that exhibits elevated calcium and oxalate increases 195 

from 20% in the 1 < IRR < 1.2 interval to the > 65% in the > 1.8 Interval, with the 49% point occurring in 196 

the 1.5 < IRR < 1.8 interval.  Individually, a near majority of an interval population exhibits clinically 197 

elevated excretion for calcium (54%) or oxalate (49%) at and above the 1 < IRR < 1.2 intervals.   198 

Examination of the top 3 rows in Figure 5 indicates that the in-flight astronaut 24-hr urine volume is 199 

chronically low for a significant proportion of each risk interval population.   Only the IRR < 1 interval 200 

exhibits a significant proportion of the population (42%) with volume outputs above the clinical risk 201 

threshold of 2 L/day as compared to the next highest interval (1 < IRR < 1.2; 19%).   When considered in 202 
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combination with calcium and oxalate at IRR > 1.2 intervals, significant proportions of the interval 203 

populations reside in clinically high-risk regions (lower right quadrant) of the heat map (volume and 204 

oxalate > 56%; Vol and calcium > 62%) and exhibit SI > 21.   Citrate (top row), which NASA has 205 

considered as a potential in-flight countermeasure32, is shown with > 92% of each interval population 206 

above the minimum clinical recommended level.  207 

Predicted IRR < 1.2 appears to be a natural cutoff level within this analysis for assessing the risk 208 

of CaOx stone formation in astronauts, as urine chemistries with IRR values in this range correspond to 209 

clinical and case/control risk characteristics of terrestrial non-stone forming and pre-flight astronaut 210 

populations.  Given this assumed threshold and our simulation results, an astronaut can therefore 211 

expect to exhibit an odds ratio of 4.66 in-flight and 2.48 post-flight for experiencing urine chemistries 212 

that would promote stone formation with respect to pre-flight.  We use this natural cutoff to explore 213 

further the potential impact of interventions that mitigate negatively altered urine chemistry by 214 

evaluating the criteria needed to achieve the proportion of the astronaut population with IRR > 1.2 at or 215 

below 5.3% of the total population.  Figure 6 illustrates predictions of the proportion of the astronaut 216 

population that would exhibit IRR > 1.2 across equal intervals of 4 urinary constituents (calcium, oxalate, 217 

volume, and citrate), as well as for the derived quantity SI.  Assuming all other factors remain consistent 218 

within the representative astronaut distributions, the pre-flight astronaut population maintains the 219 

threshold at-risk population state with a volume output of 1.5 L/day within a resolution of the sampling 220 

bin width of ±0.125 L/day as described in Figure 6.  To meet the stated threshold of 95% proportion of 221 

the population with IRR < 1.2, the output volume level for in-flight and 1-year post-flight astronauts 222 

would need to maintain an output volume > 2.25 L/day and 2.125 L/day, respectively.   Pre-flight, 223 

excretion rates at or below the clinical risk boundaries of calcium = 250 mg/day, and oxalate = 45 224 

mg/day meet the 95% population proportion threshold.  Reducing the in-flight and post-flight calcium 225 

excretion rates by half of the pre-flight threshold level or the oxalate excretion rates to 28 mg/day 226 
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results in population proportions that meet the 95% with IRR < 1.2 threshold. Pre-flight, population 227 

proportions exhibit insensitivity to citrate levels over 600 mg/day. In-flight citrate levels fail to 228 

independently reduce the proportion of the population to pre-flight threshold levels. However, a 10% 229 

population above the at-risk threshold can be achieved at citrate levels between 1200 and 1300 mg/day.  230 

Post-flight population proportions reduce to pre-flight target levels as citrate excretion approaches 231 

between 1100 and 1200 mg/day.  The proportion of the population with IRR > 1.2 is near zero for urine 232 

chemistries with SI < 17, after which the proportion of the at-risk population increases significantly with 233 

increasing SI and in a nearly identical manner for each astronaut population. This interesting observation 234 

likely results from the trade-offs between thermodynamic (JESS) and physico-chemical (PBE) effects 235 

resulting in smaller predicted free stream stone sizes until this supersaturation level is exceeded. 236 

Discussion 237 

The occurrence of renal stones poses an in-flight astronaut health risk due to the impact of renal 238 

colic on human performance, mission supplies, mission timeline, and the added risk of an austere 239 

environment that could potentially lead to complications related to hematuria, infection, 240 

hydronephrosis, and sepsis1.  Despite these hazards and studies that infer enhanced risk due to 241 

increased relative supersaturation of renal stone-forming salts9,21–24, a systematic means to weigh renal 242 

stone interventions and outcomes to other in-flight medical risks remains a significant challenge for the 243 

human space flight community.  The model analysis workflow presented in this study utilizes 244 

computational simulations of CaOx free particle nucleation, growth, and agglomeration52 to characterize 245 

the risk of CaOx renal stone formation that flight-ready astronauts face relative to pre-flight 246 

expectations.  By applying probabilistic numerical approaches to develop robust and quantitative 247 

analysis tools specially trained to address novel astronaut urine chemistries, we seek to provide space 248 

flight planning and decision makers with a quantitative means to appraise astronaut renal stone risk 249 

mitigation alternatives intended to reduce CaOx stone formation risks in-flight and post-flight.  250 
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The analysis exhibits several limitations that should be considered when evaluating this study’s 251 

findings.  Foremost of these is that we only consider the presentation of CaOx stones, which are 252 

estimated to be only 75% of terrestrial renal stones13 and 85% of renal stones presented by astronauts 253 

post-flight9.  Therefore, when assessing the population renal stone risk to astronauts, we must assume 254 

that 15 to 25% of the total baseline incident renal stone risk may not be represented by this analysis 255 

even though the recommendations resulting from this analysis may extend, in part, to other types of 256 

stones.  Similarly, we limit the training data to flight-ready astronauts prior to and 1-year post 257 

spaceflight and do not attempt to assess the potential variation in in-flight relative risk over the course 258 

of a mission, as well as report only averaged risk independent of mission duration. We do not consider 259 

recurrent stone formers whose recurrence rates may be orders of magnitude higher than healthy 260 

subjects15,20.  We consider the astronaut population data as homogenous and preselected to be in the 261 

NSF clinical category10,11. Unless otherwise stated in the data processing, we neglect age, sex, race, and 262 

ethnic differences in the data.  We also assume that astronauts, due to regular medical screening, are 263 

likely in better health and experience unique environmental factors not common to other populations at 264 

risk for renal stones.  There may be influences from these assumptions that potentially skew data locally 265 

or harbor further insights into mitigating specific crew risks that should be investigated in future studies.    266 

By treating each urine constituent as an independently sampled factor, we did not retain 267 

potentially inherent correlations between individual urine components such as with calcium and 268 

pH19,53,54. To evaluate the impact of this assumption, we used the NHSI SF dataset48 to assess the 269 

potential change in risk posture, assuming two important constituents were no longer sampled 270 

independently.  Based on the significance of effects on CaOx stone formation reported in the 271 

literature53,54, a Spearman's  correlation factor of 0.25, estimated from the correlation of pre-flight 272 

astronaut training data, was applied to the relationship between NHSI SF calcium (mg/day) and pH 273 

distributions.  We then sampled the dependent distributions in conjunction with the remaining 274 
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independently sampled urine constituents to reproduce the NHSI case population analysis.  The effect of 275 

correlating the calcium and pH factor on the output produced a < 1% change in IRR from the non-276 

correlated case. Therefore, we assume that independent sampling adds minimal (< 1%) uncertainty to 277 

our analysis. This may not be the case if this analysis is extended to other populations with different 278 

demographics or underlying urine chemistry distributions. Urine chemistry factors not included in our 279 

analysis, such as creatinine and other constituents associated with kidney function, may also modulate 280 

stone promoting effects with respect to risk assessment48,55,56.    281 

The Poisson regression training process utilizes general population incidence rates and 282 

approximated astronaut sample population incidence rates, adequately characterizing the training 283 

populations.  This assumption represents an inherent epistemic uncertainty in the analysis. Additionally, 284 

a greater number and spread of post-flight urine samples may bias the regression curve toward post-285 

flight incidence rates.  We potentially see this in the regression intercept incidence rate, which is 286 

comparable to that reported for all US Department of Defense > 40 years of age populations rather than 287 

the aviator only averages that are assumed analogous to the astronaut base incidence rates14 because 288 

aviators are also selected to be NSF57. Additionally, limiting the maximum incidence rate prediction to 289 

avoid extrapolation outside the bounds of the training data potentially results in lower mean IRR 290 

predictions in the simulated populations.  291 

In the application of the PBE model, we utilized a characteristic value, MSS, similar to that 292 

suggested by Kassemi and Thompson38,39 to capture important biochemistry and physical growth effects.  293 

However, a single factor associated with urine chemistry and nidus precipitation reaction may not 294 

adequately represent alternative stone formation processes contributing to clinical stone presentation, 295 

such as 1) hyperuricosuria contributing to the heterogeneous precipitation of CaOx crystals, 2) fixed-296 

particle (Randell’s Plaque) and 3) anatomical (tubule, collecting ducts, and loop of Henle) features 297 

combined with flow induced crystal-to-crystal interactions resulting in localized CaOx crystal 298 
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deposition20,52,58.  In the former case, hyperuricosuria, likely related to a high purine diet, potentially 299 

leads to urate crystals that act as substrates for CaOx deposition, changes in the local concentration of 300 

inhibitors and may alter pH balance to influence CaOx precipitant potentials59–61. In our analysis, the JESS 301 

ability to account for urate complexes (H+, Na+, K+, NH4
+ and Ca2

+) represents the primary means of 302 

including uric acid.  Despite including urate complexes in the speciation analysis, JESS is reportedly 303 

insensitive to these changes over the range of astronaut uric acid concentrations62, implying that we 304 

have higher uncertainty in estimates of CaOx SI values where uric acid concentration is high. Elevated 305 

uric acid concentration may also influence estimates of MSS from the PBE model by altering the 306 

nucleation rate constant38. Estimates in the decline in the formation product ratio (FPR) of calcium 307 

oxalate with increased uric acid concentration60 infer a potential increase in the nucleation rate constant 308 

of ~38%, which would correspond to an ~10% increase in IR and IRR estimates for elevated 309 

concentrations of uric acid in the simulated astronaut population. In the latter case, computational 310 

studies using the PBE model coupled to computational fluid dynamics simulations indicate that 311 

variations in gravity level and orientation associated with spaceflight alters the CaOx crystal deposition 312 

and enhances the clearance of smaller crystals before significant growth can occur58.  This complex 313 

interplay with respect to gravity is not captured by this current analysis and would lead to lower IRR 314 

predictions for in-flight astronauts than currently estimated.  The use of single 24-hour urine also 315 

precludes consideration of variations in urine concentration throughout renal system, single void 316 

variations within the 24-hour period, or day-to-day variations63.  We contend that we implicitly include 317 

many of these aspects of the analysis through our statistical sampling of the real human data, as 318 

discussed above.  The PBE simulation also produces MSS at discrete bin intervals representing a small 319 

uncharacterized uncertainty to the analysis at larger stone sizes.    320 
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We establish overall performance of the analysis process utilizing several published population case and control studies, as 321 

shown in 322 

 323 

Figure 2 and Figure 3. Lacking a direct comparative astronaut referent, these comparative 324 

analyses act as a surrogate characterization of the analysis process by interrogating relative risk 325 

between terrestrial non-stone former (control) and stone former (case) populations and individual 24-326 

hour urine level constituents47,48.  The inference is that we can expect a similar performance of our 327 

approach when examining the in-flight and post-flight astronauts (cases) relative to pre-flight astronauts 328 

(controls).  When IRR is calculated with individualized control, the simulation analysis performed as 329 

expected, generating a unique IRR population distribution for both cases and control urine chemistry 330 

data. In all instances, the case populations could be discriminated from the controls via observing IRR 331 

population statistics, as graphically depicted in Figure 2. Specifically, controls exhibit lower mean IRR 332 

and much less skew than exhibited by case populations. Additionally, the maximum upper adjacent IRR 333 

of the controls only exceeded 1.20 by 3% in one instance, while all case populations exceed this value 334 
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between 8% to 25%, illustrating the case population urine chemistries result in consistently elevated 335 

predicted risk levels.  336 

To characterize the analysis process in evaluating the individual component impact on relative 337 

risk, we compare referent and predicted RR estimates evaluated over discrete urine chemistry ranges48. 338 

The RR indices utilized in these comparisons focus on those constituents with the most influence on our 339 

simulation outcomes and should not be considered to represent the entire spectrum of a urine 340 

constituent RR profile. Within the context of the referent binning ranges for the 24-hour volume and 341 

daily excreted citrate, the trend and magnitude of the SF mean RR compares well to that of the referent, 342 

with the effect of increased volume producing a decrease in mean RR and citrate producing a relatively 343 

flat response with mean RR values generally below 1.  This appears to be consistent with the published 344 

idealized performance of the PBE model to variations in citrate and 24-hour volume associated with the 345 

specified ranges39.  We note that both inhibitors predicted upper 95th CI in excess of the referent, which 346 

indicates the dependence of the RR estimates on the other urine chemistry constituents.  Except for the 347 

150 - 199 mg/day calcium range, calcium and oxalate produced expected trends of increasing RR with 348 

increasing excretion levels, although we found the predicted means and upper 95th CI lower than that of 349 

the referent. This difference may be attributable to the referent’s inclusion of factors not considered by 350 

our modeling analysis, such as other stone types besides CaOx, recurrent stone formers included in the 351 

case populations (NSHI 6%; HPFS 14%), and bin specific sample imbalances that may contribute to 352 

higher overall relative risk observations.   353 

Comparing the analysis process predictions made using a selection of published non-astronaut 354 

population’s urine chemistries, we illustrate that the analysis can distinguish key population statistics 355 

between case (SF) and control (NSF) populations47,48.  Further, the system predicts relative risk 356 

contributions of individual urine constituents of interest comparable to observed outcomes.  These 357 
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characterization findings support the application of this model analysis in distinguishing astronaut pre-358 

flight to the in-flight and post-flight relative risk of CaOx stone formation. 359 

Analysis of the representative astronaut urine chemistries identified key features of each flight-360 

status population’s relative risk that were markedly like those found for NSF-SF referent populations in 361 

Figure 2..  The pre-flight control population, normalized to the predicted pre-flight incident rate mean in 362 

Figure 4a, is sufficiently like referent non-stone forming control populations to advocate its use as the 363 

risk analysis reference.  The in-flight population produced the highest relative risk characterization with 364 

just over a fifth of the potential population exhibiting IRR greater than the high-risk demarcation limit of 365 

IRR > 1.2.  The 1-year post-flight populations appear to nominally only return halfway toward the pre-366 

flight baseline IRR, with over a 10th of the population remaining at IRR > 1.2.  Unsurprisingly, clinically 367 

elevated calcium and oxalate excretion and low 24-hour urine volumes, indicative of hypercalciuria as 368 

illustrated by elevated in Figure 4d and Figure 5 (bottom row), typify the majority of the proportion of 369 

the in-flight and post-flight population within the high-risk category.  In both these elevated risk sub-370 

populations, the citrate concentration remained generally elevated, inferring that the current variations 371 

in the astronaut community's citrate levels produce a minimal change in relative risk posture. It should 372 

be noted that these observations would hold should another reasonable high-risk threshold IRR, such as 373 

IRR > 1, be chosen, with only the identified proportions differing.  374 

Low urine output is a common observation associated with increased astronaut risk of 375 

presenting most types of renal stones as reported in the spaceflight literature1,9,18,21,22,30,55,63, often 376 

followed with qualitative recommendations that increased fluid intake to achieve urine output levels > 377 

2.0 L/day to potentially mitigate stone formation.  A challenge in spacecraft and mission design 378 

decisions lies in the ability to estimate how much the risk is reduced when such recommendations are 379 

totally or partially followed.  Our findings support that chronic low-urine volume, associated with fluid 380 

shifts and limited liquid intake, results in elevated concentrations of Ca and Ox and exacerbate the 381 
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astronauts’ in-flight and post-flight risk levels beyond that of the pre-flight population (Figure 5 and 6). 382 

Further, we provided a quantitative approach to inform decisions about the management of astronaut 383 

CaOx stone risk using our analysis process to estimate at what levels of urine constituents would need to 384 

be modified to achieve the same proportion of the in-flight and post-flight astronauts with IRR < 1.2 as 385 

seen in pre-flight populations, i.e., to have the same odds of an astronaut having elevated renal stone 386 

risks before, during, and after a flight.  In the case of 24-hour urine volume, we determined prescribed 387 

levels of > 2.25 L/day in-flight and > 2.12 L/day post-flight resulted in an estimated mean SI value of < 388 

9.0 in both cases as indicated in Table 4, which summarizes the relative change in SI and overall risk for 389 

plausible operational prescriptions and our analysis recommendations.  Assuming the insensible water 390 

losses on a spacecraft tend to the high end of nominal terrestrial values of 0.7 - 0.9 L/day19 due to lower 391 

spacecraft humidity levels22,64, we can estimate that in-flight astronauts should maintain a daily fluid 392 

intake from all dietary sources of > 3.2 L/day and 1-year post-flight astronauts should strive to maintain 393 

a fluid intake of > 2.9 L/day by extrapolating from clinical recommendation of fluid intake to achieve 394 

protective levels of urine output19,27.  This exceeds the current practice of 2.0 L/day to 2.5 L/day fluid 395 

intake prescribed for in-flight astronauts63,65. It may be impractical to achieve both logistically and 396 

operationally, considering the resource limitations and daily schedules driven by the US spaceflight 397 

environment.  Perhaps a more achievable goal is a nominal output of 1.75 L/day, with corresponding 398 

intake of fluids between 2.5 to 2.7 L/day, as Figure 6 shows this reduces the predicted proportion of 399 

high-risk astronauts to ~10% of the total population with a mean SI = 11.3.  400 

We premise these fluid intake recommendations on the assumption that calcium, oxalate, and 401 

citrate excretions remain at the levels described by the current data.  A reduction in calcium or oxalate, 402 

or an increase in citrate would presumably alter the prescribed fluid requirements.  Elevation in 403 

spaceflight calcium urine excretion is generally assumed to be due to increased resorption of bone in 404 

load-bearing skeletal regions1,9,24.  Exercise in microgravity reduces the overall bone loss by promoting 405 
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the remodeling of new bone and  moderately mitigating resorption21,22,34.  Bone health studies show that 406 

bone resorption markers and Ca excretion levels peak early in mission and drop-off as mission duration 407 

progresses past 110 days, with excretion approaching ~10% above pre-flight levels.34,66 Given the 408 

limitation that our approach represents the average mission relative risk, irrespective of mission length, 409 

predicted in-flight Ca dependance shown in Figure 6a infers that the contribution of Ca excretion to 410 

CaOx stone risk results in ~40% population above threshold at < 30 days and ~20% of population above 411 

threshold at > 120 days.34 Even as the Ca excretion approaches near pre-flight levels, the predicted 412 

proportion of the astronaut population exceeds the target threshold level by 15%.  Although the 413 

predominant contributing component to elevated renal stone risk, other contributing risk factors such 414 

as reduced daily urine volume and elevated oxalate in the astronaut population data result in an in-flight 415 

excreted Ca level having a higher risk state than the same level pre-flight based on our analysis, i.e. Ca is 416 

a significant, but not an independent, risk parameter in establishing IRR in-flight.  Our predictions point 417 

to the need of maintaining Ca excretion below 150 mg/day to achieve an average in-flight risk similar to 418 

pre-flight levels. 419 

In 2013, the 2010 NASA Bone Summit Panel published a comprehensive set of 420 

recommendations to reduce the impact of space flight on astronaut skeletal health67.  These 421 

recommendations, subsequentially supported by in-flight studies and analyses21,22,33,68, strongly 422 

emphasized the potential of bisphosphonates as a pharmaceutical countermeasure to diminish bone 423 

resorption and overall astronaut health risks.  For CaOx renal stone risk, bisphosphonates likely 424 

normalize a low in-flight Ca excretion at all phases of the mission1,33.  The 2010 Bone Summit panel also 425 

recommended that preference be given to long acting intravenous bisphosphonate treatment due to 426 

obvious operational advantages.  Long and short acting bisphosphonates have proven efficacy to reduce 427 

calcium excretion of greater than 2 years69,70, suggesting that in the case of long acting bisphosphonates, 428 

subsequent in-flight dosing may be avoided for missions < 3 years.  Long duration bed-rest studies (> 90 429 
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days) using long acting intravenous bisphosphonates demonstrate Ca excretion levels below 150 mg/day 430 

are possible for significant periods of unloading71, which our analysis suggests would return the in-flight 431 

risk to pre-flight levels.  The most recent report of an in-flight study with short-term bisphosphonates 432 

intervention combined with exercise demonstrated Ca excretion diminished to 210 +/- 85 (SE) mg/day (> 433 

120 days)34. Short-term terrestrial control studies infer that a reduction in urine calcium excretion of 45 - 434 

49 mg/day72,73 is likely with any bisphosphonate treatment and appears to be consistent with in-flight 435 

observations to within the observed standard error34. Taking the 45 - 49 mg/day reduction in in-flight Ca 436 

excretion as the minimum average benefit achievable by a bisphosphonate intervention, our estimates 437 

indicate that this reduces the predicted proportion of high-risk astronauts to < 15% of the total 438 

population.  When the 45 - 49 mg/day reduction is combined with a recommended 2.5 to 2.7 L/day fluid 439 

intake, we predict that > 98% of the in-flight population will exhibit IRR < 1.2 (Table 4). 440 

A potential option for controlling the CaOx stone risk is to reduce the concentration of excreted 441 

urinary Ox74. Ox excretion is a tightly controlled phenomenon in the kidney with tubule absorption 442 

working to keep serum Ox levels constant75. Approximately 65% of oxalate urine excretion is driven by 443 

dietary factors, including the amount of dietary calcium, which binds with oxalate in the gut before 444 

absorption74,76, forming insoluble crystalline CaOx that is eliminated in the fecal stream.  However, the 445 

dietary absorption of Ox is variable between individuals on similar diets77. Individuals with elevated 446 

potential for Ox absorption can see as much as a 50% elevation in urinary excreted oxalate with a 447 

dietary calcium-to-oxalate ratio change from 4 to 1.678.  Dietary considerations must be balanced with 448 

other in-flight health risks79,80 and an oxalate-controlled diet may be clinically unwarranted without a 449 

diagnosis of secondary hyperoxaluria81. Should interventions be pursued, our analysis would suggest 450 

targeting a reduction in excreted oxalate to nominally 35 mg/day, which is ~ 10 mg/day higher than 451 

what recent research indicates for increasing terrestrial risk78.  This recommendation reduces the 452 

predicted proportion of high-risk astronauts by half, such that 90% of the population exhibits an IRR < 453 
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1.2 (Table 4).  In combination with 2.5 – 2.7 L/day increased volume recommendation, our simulations 454 

suggest reducing oxalate would result in 98% of the population with IRR < 1.2 (mean SI = 8.7). Including 455 

reduced excreted urine calcium recommendations in the simulation results in > 99% of the simulated 456 

population with IRR < 1.2 (Table 4). 457 

In determining the recommended interventions to produce in-flight risk levels equivalent to pre-458 

flight risk thresholds, as summarized in Table 4, we consistently find that the astronaut population mean 459 

and the median CaOx SI must be at or below 9.0, and per findings illustrated in Figure 6, population 460 

maximum should not exceed 17.  This is consistent with the mean SI levels seen in the terrestrial 461 

population control characterization simulations shown in Figure 2b and supports the importance of 462 

relating both thermodynamic and physico-chemical effects to provide insight into risk reduction 463 

strategies.  In terms of risk reduction countermeasures, both analog82 and flight32 studies have 464 

established the potential CaOx stone risk reduction benefits of potassium citrate when applied as a 465 

prophylactic countermeasure to raise urine citrate levels and reduce CaOx supersaturation in 466 

astronauts.  As an inhibitor of stone risk, citrate increases urine pH, decreases Ca ion activity, CaOx 467 

supersaturation and influences the local urine environment around the surface of the CaOx crystal, 468 

changing aspects of the crystal nucleation, growth, and aggregation44,83–85. This has led to its 469 

consideration as an in-flight countermeasure1,32.  Our findings suggest that citrate excretion levels now 470 

achieved for in-flight and post-flight astronauts exhibit near its maximum available benefits.  Our 471 

analysis shows that CaOx risk cannot be eliminated by increasing citrate within the range exhibited by 472 

the astronaut representative urine chemistry distributions.  Reducing the predicted at-risk population by 473 

half with mean SI = 11.6 may be achievable at excretion levels around 1350 mg/day, ~4 times the clinical 474 

risk level and a > 60% increase in the current nominal levels. Examination of parametric evaluations with 475 

the PBE model, which accounts for these factors, illustrates that if citrate levels were allowed to drop 476 

below levels currently exhibited by the preponderance of astronaut urine chemistries, a nonlinear 477 
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increase in the predicted MSS and subsequent IR and IRR would result39.  With this observation, our 478 

findings suggest that combining increased citrate above current nominal levels with our other 479 

recommendations results in insignificant changes in the proportions of the at-risk in-flight population.  480 

Therefore, the use of potassium citrate is warranted as an in-flight countermeasure only to maintain 481 

current excreted citrate levels so as not to contribute to increased renal stone risk with respect to our 482 

other recommendations. 483 

In this study, we characterized the increased CaOx renal stone incidence rates for astronauts 484 

and quantified the enhanced in-flight and post-flight relative risk compared to pre-flight levels. Our 485 

computational model is an integrated framework combining a PBE model involving thermochemistry, 486 

kinetics, and fluid physics with a probabilistic analysis utilizing 1517 astronaut 24-hour urine chemistries. 487 

We identified that IRR = 1.2 calculated with our approach is a rational threshold risk of astronaut CaOx 488 

stone formation, as derived from our finding that urine chemistries with IRR < 1.2 correspond to clinical 489 

and case/control risk characteristics of terrestrial NSF and pre-flight astronaut populations. Our model 490 

enables us to make several notable observations and recommendations important to the space medical 491 

community, including quantitatively assessing that in-flight risk can be reduced by 50% through 492 

increasing water intake by 0.5 L/day or by 25% through decreasing calcium excretion by 45 mg/day via 493 

the reduction of bone resorption.  Our simulations predict that in-flight fluid intake alone would need to 494 

increase from current prescriptions of 2.0 - 2.5 L/day to approximately 3.2 L/day to approach CaOx IRR 495 

of the pre-flight population. Similarly, bone protective interventions would reduce CaOx risk to pre-flight 496 

levels if average Ca excretion alone is reduced from 240 to < 150 mg/day, or alternatively, if the current 497 

in-flight average Ca excretion levels are diminished to 190 mg/day in combination with increasing fluid 498 

intake to 2.5 - 2.7 L/day.  Further, the model successfully characterized the impact of current potassium 499 

citrate countermeasures in modulating the renal stone risk. Nevertheless, no amount of excreted citrate 500 

was predicted to be sufficient to return in-flight astronauts to pre-flight risk levels.  As one of the few 501 
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quantitative approaches to assessing in-flight and post-flight CaOx renal stone formation risk in 502 

astronauts, this analysis has the potential to provide a substantive influence on vehicle and mission 503 

designers in striking a critical balance between engineering and astronaut health requirements.  504 

Methods 505 

Prediction Model Design 506 

Our study was reviewed by the NASA IRB at Johnson Space Center and received a determination 507 

of “Not Human Subject Research” (NASA IRB Study No.: STUDY00000437), indicating that model analysis 508 

and retrospective data use did not require NASA IRB approval as the effort did not involve the collection 509 

of data, did not use or produce identifiable or private information in the analysis, did not use astronauts 510 

as a test article and the acquisition of the retrospective data available from the NASA Lifetime Survey of 511 

Astronaut Health (LSAH)86 followed all applicable ethical, legal, NASA, and informed consent 512 

requirements.  The LSAH also reviewed the final products of this analysis to verify the analysis results 513 

remained unidentifiable to insure astronaut privacy. 514 

Figure 7 illustrates the components and operational processes of the astronaut renal stone 515 

incidence rate prediction model that is used for training and analysis of CaOx incidence rate (IR).  The 516 

model is implemented in MATLAB.  For training, as illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 7, the 517 

model requires individualized urinalysis data attributed to populations with estimated initial stone-518 

forming rates.  In the analysis process, as illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 7, a population of 519 

interest is characterized by statistical representations of the urine constituents, which allows the 520 

generation of many thousands of potential combinations of unique urine chemistries in a Monte Carlo 521 

sampling process.   Both training and analysis processes supply individual (actual or numerically 522 

sampled) urine chemistries to the chemical speciation tool (JESS41) for estimating the CaOx 523 

supersaturation. This is then provided as input to the PBE model38,39 to obtain characteristic stone size 524 
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parameters.   In the training process, we correlate the characteristic stone size parameters to the 525 

predicted IR of renal stones via a Poisson regression model.  In the analysis, we process Monte Carlo 526 

sampled urine chemistries to predict MSS, then translate MSS to IR to characterizes the sample 527 

population CaOx renal stone risk for the representative astronaut population.   The following sections 528 

describe the data, primary model components, model training routines, and model analysis testing 529 

details.   530 

Data Source 531 

The data query to the LSAH requesting urine chemistries obtained from pre-flight flight ready, 532 

in-flight, and post-flight astronauts resulted in a data set of 1517 urine samples from 581 individual 533 

astronauts.   The pre- and post-flight samples included both shuttle and ISS astronaut urine samples, 534 

while the in-flight samples included solely ISS data.  The information also included the day the sample 535 

was taken relative to flight, the number of days between an individual’s successive urine samples and 536 

details regarding the number of days the sample was taken with respect to a pre-flight or post-flight 537 

stone incidence.  Of the 1517 urine samples, 508 pre-flight and 433 post-flight (total: 941) included all 538 

the chemical component concentrations and measurements required to train the simulation-based 539 

analysis process: calcium, oxalate, citrate, magnesium, uric acid, sulfate, phosphate, sodium, potassium, 540 

volume, and pH.  Table 2 details the population statistics for this pre-flight and post-flight model training 541 

data sets, respectively.  Tabulated post-flight urine samples were collected solely from astronauts within 542 

one year of return from spaceflight.  SF urine chemistries with stone occurrences within 5 years prior to 543 

the spaceflight were excluded.  Similarly, urine samples after a post-flight stone occurrence were 544 

excluded.  In-flight samples were excluded from the training data set.  545 

The remaining 560 urine samples lacked data on at least one urine constituent required to 546 

perform individual analysis.  Rather than discard this data, data for each constituent was independently 547 
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combined and used as the basis for representing astronaut urine population statistics for the Monte 548 

Carlo analysis.  The pre-flight test dataset included 257 samples, 119 in-flight samples taken during ISS 549 

missions, and 184 post-flight samples. Table 3 illustrates the normal statistics for this characteristic 550 

astronaut analysis population data set used to represent pre-, in-, and post-flight populations.     551 

Speciation of Urine Chemistry 552 

The speciation code, JESS41,45,87 is used to calculate the chemical equilibrium distribution of 553 

component concentrations within the urine with a user-specified “no-precipitates” imposed constraint.  554 

Speciation, for the training and analysis activities, utilizes the individualized actual or sampled astronaut 555 

urine chemistries and characteristics, respectively, to establish the free ion concentrations and the CaOx 556 

JESS SI83,87.  As noted in Rodgers et al.45, SI is an equivalent type of measure of relative supersaturation 557 

(RSS) as it is calculated according to the same physicochemical principles as that used in EQUIL2, with 558 

the additional consideration of phosphate species interactions and superior characterization of citrate 559 

speciation46.  560 

Characteristic Stone Growth in a Free Stream  561 

We used a MATLAB 2010© implementation of the PBE model, developed by Kassemi and 562 

Thompson38,39, to characterize the stone growth potential of each of the training and sampled analysis 563 

urine chemistries.  As an analogy to the stone formation in the kidney, the PBE model tracks the 564 

formation and growth of CaOx stones using the mathematical framework of a mixed suspensions mixed 565 

product removal crystallizer that is represented by an integro-differential equation in terms of the 566 

crystal diameter-based population density distribution.  The formulation and methodology assumes that 567 

the growth rate is independent of crystal diameter, that agglomeration of crystals conserves particle 568 

diameter rather than volume, and the nucleation and growth deplete the local ionic concentrations 569 

following a simple mass balance in a free stream of urine38,39.  Utilizing the initial conditions of SI, pH, 570 
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and ion concentrations of calcium, oxalate, and citrate obtained from the chemical speciation 571 

calculations, the PBE model iteratively solves a closed set of equations for nucleation, growth, 572 

agglomeration, and mass conservation to predict the steady-state diameter distribution of CaOx crystals.  573 

The distribution of predicted stone particle diameters effectively characterizes the free stream potential 574 

for precipitation and the evolution of CaOx stones for specific biochemistry.  Given that operationally, 575 

the risk of an adverse formation of a renal stone will likely correspond to larger stone diameters, we 576 

further characterize the PBE model results using the largest single stone diameter predicted in 1 ml of 577 

urine.  We refer to this characteristic value as the maximum stone size (MSS). 578 

In both the training and analysis paths, we utilized the same parameters for nucleation rate, 579 

linear growth rate, agglomeration kernel, and species solubility, as reported by Kassemi and 580 

Thompson38,39.  We rely on the model verification and validation performed by Kassemi and 581 

Thompson38,39 as confirmation that the PBE model has been tested for adequate fidelity within the 582 

context in which we apply it in this study. With respect to PBE model’s sensitivity, 0.07% of the 583 

simulations using the astronaut population analysis data failed to converge when concentrations 584 

approach values that are not physiologically representative. Such combinations occur when the urine 585 

chemistry sampling simultaneously captures the extremes of the distributions for multiple parameters. 586 

We have excluded these trials from the probabilistic simulation as indeterminate results. 587 

Estimating symptomatic calcium-based kidney stone incidence and recurrence rates 588 

A study by Porter and Rice14 identifies military aviators as experiencing an average stone 589 

incidence rate of 4.40 per 1000 person-years, which is similar to the incidence rate for a Houston, TX-590 

based NASA astronaut analog population of 4.2 per 1000 person-years88.  Assuming, per 591 

Kittanamongkolchai et al.13, that the primary constituent of approximately 86% of symptomatic stones is 592 

calcium and 87.1% of those are CaOx stones, the Porter and Rice14 incidence rate is slightly below that of 593 
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the incidence rate utilized in the NASA Integrated Medical Model1,89.  Given analogous activities and 594 

stressors between aviators and astronauts evident by the similarities in predicted initial occurrence 595 

rates, we utilize the Porter and Rice14 incidence information augmented by proportions of reported 596 

primary calcium stones derived from Kittanamongkolchai, et al.13 (87.1% of CaOx stones to measured 597 

stones), represented as a Gamma Probability Density Function (PDF), shown in Table 1, as a well 598 

pedigreed and reasonable means of estimating the (5-year) pre-flight astronaut incidence rate for 599 

primary calcium type stones. 600 

To assess a reasonable representation of renal stone occurrence rate post-flight, we utilize a 601 

Bayesian updated process with an informed prior reasoned from published studies of pre- to post-flight 602 

urine chemistry changes updated with observed post-flight occurrences of symptomatic stones.   We 603 

followed a process similar to that described by Christensen et al.90 for determining post-flight gamma 604 

prior parameters a and b (Table 1) from an estimate of the most likely value (mode) and 95th percentile 605 

derived from currently available information. Focusing on the risk associated with changes in calcium 606 

type supersaturation, a review of Whitson et al.18 and Pietrzyk et al.9 suggests that astronauts exhibit an 607 

increase of between 1.36 and 1.8 in pre- to post-flight renal stone risk, respectively, (avg. 1.58).  We use 608 

this average value with the estimated average pre-flight incidence rate for stones whose primary 609 

constituent is calcium, given in Table 1, to determine a representative most likely incidence rate. We 610 

assigned this value as the mode of a representative Gamma distribution prior. Kassemi et al. 38,39 state 611 

that based on the results of the PBE based model, idealized in-flight and immediate post-flight astronaut 612 

urine chemistries are predicted to perform similarly to Earth-based stone formers. Extending this 613 

analogy to incidence rate, we assume that the upper limit of the incidence post spaceflight should not 614 

exceed a rate representative of recurrence in 1-g stone formers. A recent study by Ferraro et al.91 615 

consolidates input from 21 randomized control trials investigating recurrent calcium-based renal stone 616 

occurrence. It indicates that the median rate of calcium constituent stones, both asymptomatic and 617 
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symptomatic, falls at 60 events per 1000 person-years for persons having only one previous stone event. 618 

Based on Kittanamongkolchai et al.13, we assume that 14% of all symptomatic and asymptomatic stones 619 

are asymptomatic. We assigned the Gamma prior 95th percentile to be the combination of the median 620 

rate from Ferraro et al.15, adjusted with the aforementioned estimated proportion of asymptomatic and 621 

symptomatic stones.     622 

Sibonga and Pietrzyk1 state that 7 symptomatic renal stones have occurred in astronauts within 623 

one-year post-flight (i.e., in 358 person-years).  Since the variation in the composition of the renal stones 624 

experienced by astronauts remains unclear per Pietrzyk et al.9, we assume that proportions of calcium 625 

stones in all astronaut symptomatic stones are used in our NSF incidence rate assessment continue to 626 

apply13.  This implies that only 6 of the 7 1-year post flight astronaut stones exhibit a primary calcium 627 

constituency. Table 1 illustrates the estimated post-flight incidence rate as the posterior of the Bayesian 628 

update analysis utilizing observed 1-year post-flight incidence to update the informed conjugate Gamma 629 

prior under the assumption that the occurrence follows a Poisson process.  630 

Poisson Regression 631 

The training data was used in a Poisson regression for rates methodology90 to develop a 632 

continuous relation of PBE-MSS to renal stone incidence rates that can be used in the risk analysis 633 

calculation. The MSS from the renal chemistry in the training dataset is correlated with the known 634 

distribution of the subject’s renal stone incidence rate distribution, based on their stone-forming status 635 

and population characteristics. Table 1 lists the discrete stone-forming status populations available for 636 

this analysis and the estimated mean and uncertainty of each corresponding population incidence rate.   637 

The training dataset of pre- and post-flight astronaut urine samples contains individuals that can 638 

be considered non-stone former (NSF) and stone former (SF) astronauts. Suppose an individual 639 

astronaut chemistry had no known history of renal stones 5 years prior to flight. In that case, the pre-640 
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flight, NSF incidence rate distribution derived in Table 1 is used for that chemistry.  The post-flight urine 641 

data is limited to those urine chemistries obtained within one-year post-flight.   642 

Because this model focuses on the first occurrence of renal stones, and not on recurrent stone 643 

formers, we excluded 16 astronaut samples obtained within 5-years post presentation of a symptomatic 644 

renal stone.  This assumes that despite ongoing interventions, samples obtained from these participants 645 

would be representative of high variance re-occurrence rates15. In addition, we excluded samples after 646 

stone formation within and beyond 1-year post-flight based on similar assumptions regarding 647 

uncertainty and likely single stone recurrence rates. 648 

Figure 8 shows the resultant Poisson regression function relating the PBE-MSS with population 649 

incidence rates.  Our implementation of the Poisson regression for rates90 uses the following process:  650 

Using a fixed time interval (100,000 person-years), we utilize the incidence rate distribution shown in 651 

Table 1 to estimate the number of incidences for each corresponding PBE-MSS calculated from the 652 

individual training data urine chemistry. We then fit a curve to this data via Poisson regression. The 653 

process is repeated up to 10,000 times, each time randomly sampling for a unique rate for the incidence 654 

rate distributions. We aggregate the resultant family of curves and perform relevant statistics to 655 

represent the aggregate function by the exponential equation 656 

𝐼𝑅 (𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 − 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟) = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑒𝐵∗𝑀𝑆𝑆    (1) 657 

where A, and B are coefficients of the regression. The resultant Poisson regression curve (Figure 8) is 658 

used in the astronaut renal stone risk analysis.  659 

Assessing Renal Stone Risk: Validation and Analysis  660 

Before addressing astronaut risk, we evaluated and characterized the analysis process path 661 

illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 7 through a comparative analysis using published urine 662 
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constituent distributions of SF (case), and NSF (control) paired population studies. Recall that to perform 663 

an analysis, the input distributions for each urine constituent are treated as an independent parameter, 664 

represented by a gamma distribution matching the reported statistics. Within the analysis, a Monte 665 

Carlo step creates 10,000 or more random unique urine chemistry combinations that are then  666 

processed through JESS, the PBE model and then the Poisson regression curve in Figure 8, to calculate 667 

the SI,  MSS, and corresponding estimate of CaOx IR per person-year. 668 

Validation Referent Datasets and Methods 669 

We utilized the SF (case) and NSF (control) 24-hour urine data from Parks and Coe47 and Curhan48 as referent population data 670 

sets to assess model performance, indicated as [A] and [B], respectively, in 671 

 672 

Figure 2. The data published by Parks and Coe47 includes male and female participants in the age 673 

range of 20 - 55. From the Cuhran48, we utilized female NHSI population data and male HPFS population 674 

data. These data exhibited an average age of 61 and 59, respectively, and included the contribution of 675 

the relative risk of kidney stones from urine constituents important in the formation of calcium-based 676 
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stones. We note that Parks and Coe47 data lacked sulfate information. Yet, to still utilize this data set, we 677 

applied the corresponding NSF or SF sulfate values from NHSII and HPSI to complete the female and 678 

male validation data sets, respectively. For the purpose of model characterization, we fit each urine 679 

constituent in these studies to a representative gamma distribution that was sampled and used in the 680 

analysis. 681 

Astronaut Risk Analysis 682 

The analysis estimating astronaut CaOx renal stone risk followed the approach used in the 683 

comparative validation step, using pre-flight, in-flight, and post-flight test datasets (Table 3) as individual 684 

input to assess the change in relative risk of each phase of an astronaut’s flight available status. The 685 

majority of the astronaut core is slightly younger than the validation cases with the average age of 686 

candidates being 34 with a range of 26 to 4692 and age astronauts at last flight being 45.29 with a max. 687 

of 61, discounting John Glenn’s record-setting flight in 1998 at the age of 77.93  We further assume that 688 

due to enhanced medical surveillance, the astronauts’ health is likely well characterized throughout 689 

their careers92. As our post-flight data is only taken within a year of return from space, we reasonably 690 

assume the data is representative of average 40 - 50 year-old population. As of June 2013, only 57 of the 691 

534 people who had flown in space were female, so we can infer that our aggregated data is skewed 692 

toward males.16   693 

Statistical Techniques 694 

We describe the majority of the statistical techniques used in the modeling system, such as data 695 

distribution estimates, performing Poisson regression, and the Monte Carlo sampling, as part of the 696 

various methods sections where they are employed. Post processing analysis identifies statistical 697 

characteristics of subpopulations of the predicted population, such as mean, SD, and skew, using 698 

standard techniques. Statistical comparison for the characterization and validation tests use 2-tailed z-699 
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test as outlined by Altman and Bland49 for the comparison of relative risks with large n. Comparison test 700 

between pre-, in- and post-flight astronaut risk distributions utilize 2 tailed z-test, as n of each 701 

distribution is large.   702 
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in this study.   708 
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Figure Captions 936 

 937 

Figure 1: Comparison of estimated symptomatic calcium kidney stone occurrence rates for astronaut risk.  Comparing 938 

occurrence rates, including first presentation incidence rates, evaluated for the overall population13, all pre-flight, in-flight, post-939 

flight9astronauts,  the NASA IMM Risk Model1, analogous pre-flight astronaut non-stone former aviator assumption14, and 1-940 

year post-flight astronauts to recurrent stone formers15 illustrates the degree of ambiguity possible in predicting astronaut 941 

symptomatic calcium kidney stone formation rates. The calculations for the one-year post-flight astronaut rate are described in 942 

the Methods and tabulated in Table 1 with all population incidence and recurrence rates identified for this study. The overall 943 

population rate is below the astronauts’ rate. This is to be expected, considering the astronaut population has a higher 944 

proportion of males than the general population16, and males have a higher incidence rate of renal stones13. Additionally, the 945 

various astronaut incidence rate estimates either include post-flight astronauts or are premised on analogous aviator population 946 

data that have a higher incidence of renal stones14, as shown in the Methods.   947 
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 948 

Figure 2: Characterization of numerical predictions for known stone formers (SF) and non-stone formers (NSF) population 949 

urine chemistries. The model’s ability to predict differences in SF and NSF population is illustrated by contrasting male and 950 

female stone formers (SF) and non-stone formers (NSF) population urine chemistries from case and control sources [A]47 and 951 

[B]48.   In (a), each numerically predicted IRR distribution is normalized using the case and control pair’s control group mean 952 

predicted IR as the reference.  In (b), the SI of each case and control pair, as determined by JESS, is presented. SI values in (b) are 953 

not normalized by the control mean of each pair.  954 
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 955 

Figure 3: Comparisons of the published Curhan48HPFS and NHSI populations relative risk ratios to numerically predicted risk 956 

ratios. The numerical estimates utilize sample populations derived from the published mean and standard deviation for each 957 

urine constituent: a) calcium, b) oxalate, c) citrate, and d) urine volume.   The combined case’s and control’s urine constituent 958 

statistics were used to create a gamma distribution which was then sampled, to create 10,000 representative urine samples for 959 

the sample population predictions.  Markers illustrate the mean value of each referent and predicted population and the 960 

whiskers represent the 95% confidence intervals of the mean. * indicates that the published and predicted pair show a 961 

statistically significant difference with P < 0.05. 962 
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 963 

Figure 4: IRR distribution of the modeled astronaut population per flight phase. The predicted variation in renal stone risk for 964 

each simulated flight phase is shown following the renal stone risk analysis process described in the Methods section with (a) IRR 965 

distributions represented as box plots, (b) cumulative density graphs of IRR, (c) pie charts of the percentage of the simulated 966 

astronaut populations at select IRR intervals, and (d) cumulative density graphs of SI for the simulated astronaut population. The 967 

estimated IR data is normalized to IRR using the predicted mean pre-flight incidence rate. We chose the IRR ranges in (c) to 968 

correspond to relatively important IRR ranges identified in the referent analysis or where natural cutoffs existed in the data set.   969 
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 970 



52 
 

Figure 5: In-flight urine constituent concentration and CaOx Supersaturation Index (SI) heat maps at select IRR risk intervals.  971 

Each row of heat maps identifies the distribution of paired urine chemistry constituent data, while each column represents the 972 

percentage of the total simulated population that falls into that IRR interval. Calcium (f-j) and oxalate (k-o) represent the 973 

primary components of CaOx stones and citrate (a-e) represents urine chemistry modulation via dietary countermeasures. 24-hr 974 

urine volume is considered common factor as the denominator in determining the relative concentration of the other three 975 

constituents. SI (p-t) is used to represent the integrated impact of these constituents. The color of each cell in the heat map 976 

represents the relative percentage of the population within that risk interval that exhibits the paired constituent values of the 977 

cell location on the heat map. Each heat map includes a nominal characteristic threshold for each constituent (dashed line) and 978 

the quadrant where both constituents contribute to higher risk of renal stones in a terrestrial population (outlined by the solid 979 

line) per representative renal stone clinical risk levels as defined by the UT Southwestern Medical Center Stone Profile50.  The 980 

characteristic threshold for SI is chosen based on published assessments of JESS CaOx SI calculations distinguishing SF and NSF 981 

populations derived from Rodgers et al51. The color bar is scaled per urine constituent chemistry. 982 

 983 

Figure 6: Plots of the proportion of the simulated astronaut population with IRR > 1.2 with respect to 24-hour urine levels.   984 

Each figure demonstrates the population proportion with IRR > 1.2 when evaluated independently for a) calcium, b) oxalate, c) 985 

SI, d) citrate, and e) 24-hr volume levels used in the in-flight, post-flight and pre-flight simulations. Points on each curve 986 

represent the midpoint of each bin range: (a) calcium ± 50 mg/day, (b) oxalate ± 10 mg/day, (c) SI ± 1, (d) citrate ± 100 mg/day, 987 

and (e) volume ± 0.125 L/day.  These bin sizes ensure at least 100 simulated results reside in each datapoint to maintain 988 
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representation of the other stone formation factors.  It is to be noted that the pre-flight IRR > 1.2 population proportion level is 989 

illustrated by the solid horizontal line on each graph.   990 

 991 
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Figure 7: Illustration of Renal Stone Incidence Rate Prediction Model training and analysis processes. The left-hand side of the 992 

figure illustrates the use of individualized urine chemistries in sequential calculations of SI and PBE MSS, known stone-forming 993 

characteristics (stone former, non-stone former), spaceflight status characteristics (pre- and post-flight), and estimates of the 994 

appropriate population incidence distributions (995 

 996 

Figure 1) in order to develop an MSS to IR relation utilizing Poisson regression.  The right-hand side of the figure illustrates a 997 

similar process for the analysis, where representations of urine constituent population statistics are used to generate > 10,000 998 

unique urine combinations from which SI, MSS, and IR calculations are combined in a Monte Carlo process to predict the 999 

astronaut population risk.  1000 
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 1001 

Figure 8: Relationship of IR to MSS as determined via Poisson regression for rates. The largest MSS for a complete pre- and 1002 

post-flight dataset is 1.2 X 10-3 m. Rather than extrapolating, we assign the max calculated incidence rate of the regression 1003 

when the MSS exceeds the limits of the training data. Therefore, to keep the model within the fit's limits, the incidence rate 1004 

output is not reported as greater than at 2.07 X 10-2 person-years. All IRR are calculated by dividing the discrete, predicted, IR 1005 

values by the appropriate reference population predicted IR mean value. The parameter values for the resultant curve of the 1006 

regression are A, 8.0027 X 10-3 person-years, and B, 7.7804 X 102 (1/meters). 1007 

 1008 

Table Captions 1009 
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Table 1: Estimated incidence and recurrence rates of calcium-based symptomatic kidney stones (rates in events per 1000 pe  1010 

 1011 

  Statistics 95th CI   

Domain - Ca Stones 

mean  std 
2.5th 

Percentile 
97.5th 

percentile 

Estimated 
Proportion of 
CaOx Stone 

Type 

Overall Men and Women13 2.54E+00   2.42E+00 2.67E+00 8.71E-0113 

All Astronauts as of 2004 
All Stone Types 

Pre/In/Post Flight9 
2.67E+00 7.01E-01 1.48E+00 4.21E+00 7.49E-019 

NASA IMM Estimated 
Rate1 

3.65E+00 3.75E-01 2.92E+00 4.39E+00 1.00E+001 

Pre-Flight Astronaut Non-
Stoneformer 

Aviator Assumption14 
3.79E+00 8.65E-02 3.62E+00 3.96E+00 8.71E-0113 

Astronaut 1-Year Post 
Flight Incidence (See 

Methods) 
1.73E+01 6.33E+00 8.33E+00 2.88E+01 8.71E-0113 

Recurrent Stone Former 
1 prior stone15 

5.61E+01 6.41E+01 5.43E-01 2.32E+02 8.71E-0113 

Recurrent Stone Former 
> 2 prior stones15 

1.76E+02 2.68E+02 5.70E-02 9.47E+02 8.71E-0113 

 1012 

 1013 

Table 2: Pre-flight and Post-flight Urine Concentrations used to train the model 1014 

 1015 

Concentrations 

Pre-flight Urine Post-flight Urine 

Mean 
(mg/day) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(mg/day) 

Mean 
(mg/day) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(mg/day) 

Calcium 186.6 95.8 225.4 113.2 

Oxalate 36.3 13.1 35.5 14.1 
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Citrate 711.2 379.0 627.2 329.5 

Magnesium 115.2 74.1 100.8 76.6 

Uric Acid 640.4 219.7 567.6 243.5 

Sulfate 2155.1 763.5 2306.5 872.3 

Phosphate 1023.8 415.5 851.0 331.6 

Sodium 7761.7 5860.7 6274.6 5544.6 

Potassium 5154.4 3734.8 4234.5 3083.1 

Additional 
Urine 

Characteristics 
        

Volume (Liters) 2.1 1.0 2.1 1.0 

pH 6.1 0.4 5.8 0.5 

Total No. 
Samples 

508  433  

 1016 

  1017 
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 1018 

 1019 

Table 3: The mean, number of samples per measurement, and standard deviation of urine measurements used for testing the 1020 

model. 1021 

 1022 

Concentrations 

Pre-flight Urine In-flight Urine Post-flight Urine 

Mean 
(mg/day) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(mg/day) 

No. 
Samples 

Mean 

(mg/day) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(mg/day) 

No. 
Samples 

Mean 
(mg/day) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(mg/day) 

No. 
Samples 

Calcium 190.0 107.9 243 241.5 107.6 120 190.6 118.9 148 

Oxalate 36.3 11.5 95 44.7 18.5 116 36.6 16.1 28 

Citrate 753.9 290.6 98 784.7 338.5 116 682.2 279.2 33 

Magnesium 104.8 37.4 243 118.9 40.4 120 90.6 38.2 148 

Uric Acid 643.7 204.8 161 556.0 296.1 51 587.1 216.4 149 

Sulfate 2207.8 844.4 94 2078.2 799.7 116 2129.2 1447.7 18 

Phosphate 1042.4 354.6 229 1170.4 357.7 120 913.8 344.4 136 

Sodium 4771.6 3466.7 240 3636.5 1154.6 120 4398.5 5554.3 142 

Potassium 3770.4 2666.2 242 2647.6 923.4 120 3273.2 2741.1 149 

Additional 
Urine 

Characteristics 
                  

Volume (Liters) 2.1 1.0 257 1.6 0.8 120 1.8 1.1 175 

pH 6.0 0.4 94 6.1 1.2 116 6.0 0.5 20 

Total No. 
Samples 

   257     120       176 

 1023 

 1024 

 1025 

 1026 

 1027 

 1028 

 1029 

 1030 

 1031 
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 1032 

 1033 

 1034 

 1035 

 1036 

 1037 

Table 4: The mean and median SI, percentage of the simulated population with IRR<1.2, and the change in that percentage from 1038 

baseline for select plausible operational prescriptions and recommended mitigation approaches. 1039 

Plausible Operational 
Conditions or 

Recommended Mitigation 

Nominal 
Urine 

Output 
per Day 

SI 
(Mean) 

SI 
(Median) 

Population 
with 

IRR<1.2 

Delta 
Population with 
IRR<1.2 without 

Recommendation 

Inflight 

(Baseline) Prescribed in-
flight water intake 2.0-2.5 

L/day 
1.10-1.8 L 13.62 11.97 81.92 % NA 

Water intake 1.7-1.9 L/day 1 L 18.96 16.63 65.59% -16.33% 

Water intake 1.95-2.15 
L/day 

1.25 15.05 13.43 77.88% -4.04% 

Water intake 2.2 L-2.4 L/day 1.5 L 13.34 11.67 81.70% -0.22% 

Water intake 2.45-2.65 
L/day 

1.75 L 11.28 10.15 89.53% 7.61% 

Water intake 2.7-2.9 L/day 2 L 9.94 8.82 92.22% 10.30% 

Water intake 2.95-3.15 
L/day  

2.25 L 8.84 7.80 94.41% 12.49% 

Water Intake 3.2-3.4 L/day 2.5 L 7.77 6.87 97.14% 15.22% 

Reduce mean Ca excretion 
to 190 mg/day 

1.10-1.8 L 11.20 10.51 94.85 % 12.93% 

Reduce mean Ca excretion 
to 150 mg/day 

1.10-1.8 L 8.93 8.39 98.71% 16.79% 

Reduce Ox excretion to 
35 mg/day 

1.10-1.8 L 11.04 10.61 94.23% 12.31% 
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Raise Citrate excretion to 
1050 mg/day 

1.10-1.8 L 11.90 10.52 90.6 % 8.68% 

Water Intake 2.5-2.7 L/day  
+  

Reduce mean Ca excretion 
to  

190 mg/day 

1.8 L 8.91 8.59 99.12% 17.20% 

Water Intake 2.5-2.7 L/day  
+  

Reduce mean Ca excretion 
to  

190 mg/day  
+ 

Reduce Ox output to 
35 mg/day 

1.8 L 7.43 7.50 99%+ 18.08% 

Postflight 

Postflight Water Intake 
 2.9 L/day 

2.12 L 7.07 5.61 95.60% 13.68% 

 1040 

 1041 


